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One of the greatest challenges of the 21st Century is a new pandemic
that is spreading around the world.
What is a pandemic? It is a sudden epidemic or outbreak of disease
that becomes very widespread and affects the whole region, a
continent or the world. This new pandemic is actually the widespread
outbreak of chronic degenerative diseases like cancer, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease. Countries like Asia which used to have one of
the lowest rates of cardiovascular disease, obesity and cancer now
have one of the highest rates of chronic diseases in the world.
The World Health Organization defines health as “A state of optimal
physical, mental, and social well-being, not merely the absence of
disease and infirmity.” Being healthy and well allows us to be the
parent, spouse, friend and co-worker we were meant to be. Plus, the
U.S. Census Bureau is predicting that by the year 2050 an incredible
4.2 million of Americans will be living until they are 100 years old.
That means the chances of those living in developed countries
reaching this milestone are very real and growing! Unfortunately,
most of today’s centenarians have no idea that they will live this long!
Already we are seeing people living longer and maintaining their
active lifestyles well into their golden years. With our life expectancy
now increasing by 20-30 years the question becomes “What will our
later years be like?” Will we be active and continue doing what we
enjoy, spending time with our grandkids and great-grandkids? Or, will
we be living a sedentary life, in pain, confined to a bed or wheelchair
in a nursing home?
In addition, there has also been an increasing number of premature
deaths hitting individuals in the prime of their lives. The sudden
death of talented individuals breaks families and robs society of their
best and brightest. Some die prematurely because of advanced
diseases while others are considered ‘fit and healthy’ by conventional
examinations.
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To meet the growing demand for illness prevention, OmniGreen
Wellness has developed, Preventicine™ Lifestyle, the new
system of health care. The word ‘preventicine’ comes from
‘prevent’ and ‘medicine’. Medicine in this case does not refer to
medication or drugs. It simply means that the best remedy is
through active prevention of disease through nutrition, lifestyle
and education. It is a natural drug free approach to restore the
body to optimum function.
Preventicine™ Lifestyle is designed to equip people with
personalized knowledge of their own disease-promoting cellular
imbalances (through the Preventicine™Bioscan System)
together with the latest medical and nutritional evidence-based
discoveries that prove how effective and simple lifestyle and
nutritional solutions can be in targeting disease prevention and
reversal.
We often take our good health for granted...that is, until we
loose it. Ask any senior citizen and they will tell you that they
spent the first 40 years of their lives not thinking much about
their wellness and the last years of their lives wishing they had.
Wouldn’t it be wise to begin planning your healthy future now?
It’s time to think about the quality of life and level of activity
that you want at every stage of your life and make your
health a priority!
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